MRI in the evaluation of pediatric multiple sclerosis

ABSTRACT
MRI plays a pivotal role in the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis (MS) in children, as it does in adults. The presence of multiple lesions in CNS locations commonly affected by MS, along with the presence of both enhancing and nonenhancing lesions, can facilitate a diagnosis of MS at the time of a first attack, whereas the accrual of serial lesions or new clinical attacks over time confirms the diagnosis in patients not meeting such criteria at onset. T2 and enhancing lesion accrual could serve as a primary outcome metric for pediatric MS clinical trials of selected therapies with anti-inflammatory activity in order to facilitate feasible trial size numbers. More-advanced MRI techniques reveal the impact of MS on tissue integrity within both T2-bright and T1-hypointense lesions and regions of normal-appearing tissue. Volumetric MRI analyses quantify the impact of MS on age-expected brain growth, and fMRI reveals activation and resting-state functional connectivity patterns in patients with pediatric MS that differ from those seen in healthy age-matched youth. Such studies are of critical importance because MS onset during childhood may profoundly influence maturing and actively myelinating neural networks. High-field MRI visualizes MS pathology at a near-microscopic level and has the potential to more fully explain mechanisms for cognitive impairment, fatigue, and disability in patients with pediatric MS.

Multiple sclerosis (MS) in childhood and adolescence is characterized by both clinical and MRI evidence of highly active inflammation. Although many aspects of relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) are similar in both pediatric- and adult-onset disease, very young pediatric patients have certain unique features. Disorders to consider in the differential diagnosis of MS include non-MS inflammatory diseases, CNS involvement in systemic inflammatory disorders, and genetic and metabolic disorders of white matter, some of which have an associated inflammatory response. MRI forms a key component in evaluation. Pediatric-onset MS also provides a window into understanding the earliest biological aspects of MS. The disease has a great impact on brain integrity, as evidenced by MRI metrics that quantify disruption of tissue microstructure as well as loss of age-expected brain volume. The present article focuses on recent advances in neuroimaging in pediatric MS, with practical considerations for the use of MRI in diagnosis, monitoring of clinical course, and response to therapy. Potential advanced imaging techniques to further understand the impact of the disease on the ongoing maturing CNS are discussed, as is the utility of MRI as an outcome measure for clinical trials in pediatric MS.

ROLE OF MRI IN MS DIAGNOSIS
Considerable recent effort has focused on the contributions of MRI for distinguishing children with MS from children with monophasic demyelination. Other articles in this supplement provide details regarding the clinical features of incident demyelination, including acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM) and radiologically isolated syndrome (RIS). MRI is a critical component in the evaluation of pediatric MS, providing valuable information about disease activity and progression. Volumetric MRI analyses quantify the impact of MS on age-expected brain growth, and functional MRI (fMRI) reveals activation and resting-state functional connectivity patterns in patients with pediatric MS that differ from those seen in healthy age-matched youth. Such studies are of critical importance because MS onset during childhood may profoundly influence maturing and actively myelinating neural networks. High-field MRI visualizes MS pathology at a near-microscopic level and has the potential to more fully explain mechanisms for cognitive impairment, fatigue, and disability in patients with pediatric MS.
encephalomyelitis (ADEM) and clinically isolated syndromes (CIS; which include optic neuritis, transverse myelitis, brainstem or cerebellar symptoms, and other CNS presentations). MRI features that help identify children for whom CIS represents the first attack of MS include 1 or more nonenhancing T1-hypointense lesions, 2 or more periventricular lesions, and the absence of a diffuse lesion distribution pattern. Two of these 3 criteria were described to be sensitive for distinguishing MS from ADEM.1 Subsequently, a large population-based study revealed that the highest odds ratio for subsequent MS diagnosis was the presence of both 1 periventricular T2-hyperintense lesion and at least 1 T1-hypointense lesion.2 T1-hypointense lesions are detected in fewer than 20% of patients with ADEM.3 In children with a non-ADEM presentation, a normal brain MRI at onset (such as can be seen in children with optic neuritis or transverse myelitis) conveys a very low (<3%) likelihood of MS diagnosis.2

The current MRI criteria for MS (2010 McDonald)4 include a specific focus on pediatric features, unlike prior MS diagnostic criteria that did not address pediatric MS. The 2010 McDonald criteria were designed to simplify the requirements for dissemination in space (DIS) and time (DIT), thereby improving early detection of MS while maintaining specificity.

DIS in both pediatric and adult patients with MS is met by the presence of at least 1 lesion in at least 2 of 4 typical white matter locations, including juxta-cortical, periventricular, infratentorial, and spinal cord. In patients presenting with a spinal cord or brainstem syndrome, these symptomatic lesions do not count toward the lesion count.4

DIT has unique considerations in the pediatric population. In older patients (≥12 years of age), it can be met at the time of a baseline scan provided there is evidence of both a gadolinium-enhancing and nonenhancing clinically silent lesion, based on prior work showing that the presence of nonenhancing and asymptomatic gadolinium-enhancing lesions is predictive for the development of RRMS in the setting of a first clinical attack.5,6 New lesions on serial scans, or further clinical attacks, are also sufficient for MS diagnosis in patients not meeting criteria at the time of their incident attack and serial clinical and MRI evaluations are advised when confirming the diagnosis of MS in patients with onset age younger than 12 years.

The clinical and imaging behavior of the disease in adolescent patients has significant similarities to adult-onset RRMS, and pediatric patients have comparable total T2 lesion burden to adult-onset patients when matched for disease duration.7,8 In children younger than 12 years, lesions tend to be larger than typical adult lesions, with less well-defined margins,9,10 and lesions may completely resolve early in the disease, which is rare in adult-onset MS.10 In younger children, the 2010 criteria are less reliably predictive of confirmed relapsing MS,11 and distinguishing MS from monophasic demyelination can be more difficult than in adolescent patients. The 2010 criteria specifically preclude adjudication of DIS and DIT at the time of an acute attack if the attack meets criteria for ADEM4 and require that MS diagnosis in such children be predicated on serial evidence of non-ADEM attacks and/or accrual of clinically silent new lesions. Overall, the 2010 McDonald criteria have been shown to perform better than or similar to previously proposed pediatric MS criteria.12–17 and have been incorporated into the revised International Pediatric MS Study Group (IPMSSG) 2013 diagnostic criteria for pediatric MS.18

The spinal cord is 1 of the 4 DIS locations in the McDonald 2010 criteria, although a recent study suggested inclusion of spinal cord imaging at first attack did not improve diagnostic identification of children with MS.16 In general, spinal lesions in patients with pediatric MS have similar imaging characteristics as those in adult patients.19 Although most lesions in patients with MS are relatively small, longitudinally extensive lesions spanning greater than 3 spinal segments in length have been described in ADEM and neuromyelitis optica and in up to 10% of patients with pediatric MS.20 In view of time constraints with sedation and availability of MRI, not all children receive brain and spinal cord MRI at baseline. Including spinal cord MRI can provide a more comprehensive assessment in cases in which there is diagnostic uncertainty and could provide important information for future assessments. The accrual of clinically silent new spinal lesions occurs in 25% of patients with adult-onset MS in the first few years of RRMS, suggesting that spinal cord imaging may be of value in monitoring disease activity in pediatric MS as well.21 However, as of yet, the frequency of clinically silent lesions and the relationship between spinal cord lesions and clinical outcome has not been well-studied in pediatric MS. Given that the majority of spinal lesions in patients with pediatric MS occur in the cervical and thoracic cord, spinal imaging of the cervical and thoracic spine would have the highest diagnostic value.

MRI features consistent with MS have been found in children imaged for indications other than clinical demyelination. The term radiologically isolated syndrome (RIS) has been coined for such circumstances. At present, children and adults with RIS, even those who show new lesions on serial imaging, do not meet criteria for MS unless a clinical attack occurs. It is important to perform paraclinical testing to evaluate...
for subclinical disease or for evidence of a prior attack that was not identified—a key issue in young children who may not have reported mild symptoms. Visual-evoked responses or optical coherence tomography features consistent with prior optic neuritis can be used to support a prior demyelinating event, which in combination with MRI evidence of DIS and DIS can confirm the diagnosis of MS. Further research on the implications of RIS in the pediatric population and consensus regarding management of both children and adults with accrual of new MRI lesions is required.

Differential diagnosis, special considerations, and unique imaging features. Table 1 summarizes key imaging features of MS, ADEM, other inflammatory CNS disorders, and selected metabolic and genetic disorders associated with inflammatory features. More-detailed reviews of metabolic and genetic white matter disease of children have been recently published (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK184570). Distinguishing demyelinating disease from these inherited conditions can be challenging, and the MRI appearance can guide further diagnostic studies based on the imaging pattern. Some typical MRI appearances that would raise the consideration of several of these disorders are listed in table 1 and included in the figure.

STANDARDIZED MRI SEQUENCES AND MRI CONSIDERATIONS FOR MULTICENTER RESEARCH In adult MS studies, and clinical trials in particular, rigorous standards for image acquisition have proven pivotal in order to (1) ensure reproducibility of MRI endpoints, (2) permit multisite comparisons and grouping of multisite data, and (3) permit serial measures of lesional or tissue volumes. Standardized 2- or 3-dimensional T1 and T2 images with consistent orientation (axial, sagittal, coronal) of each sequence permit far more accurate visualization of new or enlarging lesions. Field strength, slice thickness, gap, and angulation can influence new lesion detection. For research, it is imperative to adhere to rigorous and standardized imaging protocols and to ensure quality testing of each MRI scanner.

Field strength affects both quantitative and qualitative measurements of both brain volumes and lesions. The effect of gadolinium on T1 relaxation increases with increasing field strength. Thus, gadolinium-enhancing lesion counts are greater at 3T than at 1.5T. T2-weighted lesion detectability is also increased at 3T compared to 1.5T because of improvements in signal-to-noise ratio and the potential reductions in slice thickness and gaps. However, in terms of confirming DIS in MS diagnostic evaluations, 1.5T MRI and 3T MRI have been found to be comparable in adults. Ultra-high-field MRI (7T) and specific sequences on 3T permit visualization of cortical lesions that are otherwise invisible on 1.5T.

USE OF MRI IN CLINICAL PRACTICE The IPMSSG proposed guidelines for monitoring clinical disease activity in pediatric patients, which suggest that brain MRI every 6 months is a reasonable frequency for assessing subclinical accrual of new disease. The first brain MRI after initiation of a new therapy is also proposed to occur at 6 months in order to avoid prematurely adjudicating treatment failure for therapies that require time for maximal efficacy. Clinical scans are valuable for detecting new and enlarging lesions and lesion enhancement. Recent concerns regarding CNS accumulation of gadolinium has prompted use of newer agents, and further information on the safety of paramagnetic agents is required. Given the potential concerns regarding accumulation of gadolinium in the brain over time, it is reasonable to consider whether administration of contrast is required for all serial MRI studies. Gadolinium-enhanced images play a key role at onset and on serial MRI scans obtained to confirm MS diagnosis. It could be argued that once the diagnosis is confirmed and serial imaging is obtained to monitor disease activity (and response to therapy), enhanced images are required only if the T2 images demonstrate new lesions, in order to then determine whether these new lesions also enhance. The presence of new enhancing lesions has been shown to correlate with relapse rate in adults, and the presence of enhancing lesions on serial MRI studies is one factor proposed for consideration when adjudicating inadequate treatment response in patients with pediatric MS. If serial MRI scans do not have new T2 lesions, gadolinium administration is not required. Radiologist interpretation of the T2 lesion pattern while the MRI was being acquired would be required, which may not be possible in all circumstances.

ADVANCED MRI TECHNIQUES AND THEIR USE IN PEDIATRIC MS Advanced MRI techniques include magnetization transfer (MT) imaging, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), fMRI, and 2- or 3-dimensional T1- and T2-weighted sequences designed to permit quantification of regional and whole brain as well as T2 and T1 lesion volumes. Table 2 summarizes these techniques and the findings of each in pediatric MS cohorts to date.

The goal of advanced imaging is to provide a more “pathologic” insight that in turn will relate more directly to clinical outcomes. As referenced in table 2, the extent of intraslesional increase in MT ratio is considered indicative of remyelination and repair. Abnormalities in DTI metrics indicate loss of...
microstructural integrity in both lesional as well as normal-appearing tissue. Differences in fMRI brain activation patterns both at rest and during tasks between patients with MS and controls is emerging as evidence of either increased activation of compensatory networks in cognitively preserved patients or as failure of activation of key regions in patients with cognitive impairment. Age- and sex-normative data for all of these modalities are critical.

Quantitative MRI analyses in patients with pediatric MS have provided compelling evidence that the young age of children with MS is not protective against T2- and T1-weighted lesion accrual. Of perhaps even greater importance is the negative impact

Table 1: Role of MRI in the differential diagnosis of MS in children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>T2 lesion patterns</th>
<th>T1 lesion patterns</th>
<th>Gd+</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Multifocal</td>
<td>≥1 T1-hypointense lesion</td>
<td>Typically present at onset</td>
<td>LETM occurs in 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥1 PV lesion</td>
<td>Lesions accrue over time</td>
<td>T2 lesions are not symmetric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 JC lesion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 BStem lesion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 spinal cord (lesions &lt;3 spinal segments)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lesions perpendicular to long axis of CC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADEM</td>
<td>Multifocal</td>
<td>Rare (≤20%)</td>
<td>Variable and can be absent</td>
<td>LETM common in patients with cord involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ill-defined borders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rapid resolution after corticosteroids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADEM-ON</td>
<td>Same as ADEM at onset</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>ON typically enhances at time of acute symptoms</td>
<td>MOG Ab+ in some patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No new T2 lesions in brain over time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ON lesions (often extensive, often chiasmal)</td>
<td>T1 hypointensity occurs in chronic lesions</td>
<td>Gd+ ON/chiasm</td>
<td>Accrual of subclinical lesions appears to be rare but not well-studied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LETM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diencephalic lesions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spotty Gd+ cord</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADEM-like pattern in some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated CNS vasculitis</td>
<td>Ill-defined lesions</td>
<td>T1 lesions occur with variable frequency</td>
<td>Meningeal enhancement</td>
<td>MRA normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can involve ON and cord</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cortical lesion enhancement</td>
<td>Cerebral angiogram normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degos disease</td>
<td>Bilateral ill-defined lesions</td>
<td>Focal hemorrhage</td>
<td>Gd+ in infarcts and meninges</td>
<td>Subdural fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 lesion accrual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilateral symmetric lesions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>Microcephaly (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spares deep gray nuclei</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spares BStem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondrial disease</td>
<td>Lesions tend to be symmetric</td>
<td>Small cystlike lesions</td>
<td>Often systemic features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Often involve deep gray nuclei, olivary nuclei, and periaqueductal gray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short stature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARS2</td>
<td>“Strokelike” lesions that do not conform to vascular distribution</td>
<td>T2 lesions in ST, PV, and deep WM</td>
<td>Cord and Bstem lesions</td>
<td>MRS lactate in areas of abnormal WM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lesions in post limb IC, medulla, CN V nerves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cord lesions in dorsal columns and lateral CS tracts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Ab = antibody; ADEM = acute disseminated encephalomyelitis; Bstem = brainstem; CC = corpus callosum; CN = cranial nerve; CS = corticospinal; Gd = gadolinium; HLH = hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis; IC = internal capsule; JC = juxtacortical; LETM = longitudinally extensive transverse myelitis; MOG = myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein; MRA = magnetic resonance angiogram; MRS = magnetic resonance spectroscopy; MS = multiple sclerosis; NMOSD = neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder; ON = optic nerve; PV = periventricular; ST = supratentorial; WM = white matter.
of MS onset during childhood on age-expected brain growth and the alarming onset of brain atrophy in adolescents.\textsuperscript{35,36}

Serial analyses for brain volume change and importance of normative data. Unlike in patients with adult-onset MS, in pediatric patients with MS age-expected brain

Examples of typical demyelinating lesions of pediatric multiple sclerosis (MS). Panels A-D show typical pediatric MS lesions and panels E-I show other differential diagnostic considerations. (A) Typical periventricular and juxtacortical lesions on axial fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images in an adolescent patient. Sagittal image shows typical periventricular ovoid shape (Dawson fingers). (B) Axial FLAIR images of a prepubescent patient with large confluent (older) lesions. These are bilaterally present in a predominantly periventricular distribution and have a clear multifocal distribution without symmetry in shape. Multifocal large new lesions (arrowheads) have a more distinct border. (C) T1 hypointensities shown on right image, with not all white matter lesions seen on same level axial FLAIR image revealing T1-hypointense signal change. (D) Spinal cord MRI with sagittal T2-weighted image on the left and axial image at 3 levels on the right. Lesions are often visible on sagittal images but can be missed given small lesion size and slice thickness. Higher-resolution axial slices can assist with identifying typical demyelinating lesions, as shown on the 3 panels on the right (arrowheads pointing to smaller lateral and laterodorsal lesions not clearly visible on sagittal image). (E) Adolescent patient with transverse myelitis with longitudinally extensive spinal cord lesion. On sagittal FLAIR images the cranial portion of this extensive spinal cord lesion is visible (longitudinally extensive with caudal end of lesion at T8 [not shown]). There are multiple nonenhancing hyperintense lesions (arrowheads) within the white matter in a circumventricular pattern, including lesions in the corpus callosum. Aquaporin-4-IgG testing was positive, confirming the diagnosis of neuromyelitis optica. (F) Adolescent patient who presented initially with focal seizures, subsequently had transverse myelitis, and during course of workup developed encephalopathy and optic neuritis. MRI showed rapid succession with increasing areas of widespread multifocal T2-hyperintense signal change affecting white matter, spinal cord, and cortical and deep gray matter. Biopsy was consistent with small vessel vasculitis. (G) Multifocal white matter and cortical and deep gray matter involvement (thalamus) in a patient presenting with multifocal deficits and encephalopathy leading to a diagnosis of acute disseminated encephalomyelitis. (H) Fifteen-year-old patient with DARS mutations demonstrating mild periventricular white matter changes and longitudinally extensive signal abnormality in the posterior cervical cord (images courtesy of Dr. A. Vanderver, National Children\'s Medical Center, Washington, DC). (I) Patient presented with focal seizures, encephalopathy, dysarthria, and dystonia mixed with hyperkinetic movement disorder consistent with a presumed mitochondrial encephalopathy exacerbated in setting of recent infection and vaccination. There are striking bilateral changes in the striatum with nonenhancing T2-hyperintense signal change. Follow-up imaging (right image) shows significant atrophy, consistent with striatal necrosis (images courtesy of Dr. M.C. Patterson, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN).
and skull growth complicates the interpretation of volume changes over time. Normalization of brain size to skull size, which is used routinely in adults to reduce population variance, is not appropriate in children because the growth of brain and skull dissociates to a small but significant extent, making skull-based normalization unreliable. Changes in brain volume in children have to be interpreted in the context of age-expected brain growth using growth trajectory modeling. normative data should be obtained using the same standardized pulse sequences.

**MRI AS AN OUTCOME IN CLINICAL TRIALS** The relatively small number of patients with pediatric MS challenges the feasibility of clinical trials in this population, especially if these trials are attempting to achieve statistical power with clinical endpoints as primary outcomes. The first clinical trials in pediatric MS cohorts are now under way. Although surrogacy of MRI lesion activity for relapses is more controversial at the individual level, the role of lesion accrual as a surrogate in clinical trials of the therapies tested in adult MS has been demonstrated. A recent meta-analysis demonstrated a specific and predictable correlation between the effect of treatments on MRI lesions and the effect of treatments on clinical relapse rates in patients with RRMS. It is well known that the validity of a surrogate endpoint is treatment-specific, so it should not be assumed that the effect of a drug with a new and unknown mechanism of action on relapses can be fully estimated by its effect on MRI lesions. However, it is reasonable to assert that MRI is an acceptable surrogate outcome in pediatric clinical trials of therapies already approved for patients with adult-onset RRMS, particularly therapies with known anti-inflammatory effects as demonstrated.

### Table 2: MRI techniques and their contribution to pediatric MS research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Findings in pediatric MS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>T2-PD and T1 lesion imaging</strong>&lt;sup&gt;3,4,10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Standardized T2/PD and T1 sequences</td>
<td>Pediatric MS patients have &gt;total T2 lesion volumes, &gt;T1 lesion volume, and &gt;infratentorial lesion volumes relative to disease-duration-matched adult-onset MS patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postprocessing pipeline to create lesion maps</td>
<td>T2 lesion volume correlates with decreased cognitive performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized quantification of total T2 and T1 lesion volumes</td>
<td>T1 lesion volume does not correlate with cognition, but total T1 volumes are low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3D-T1 imaging</strong>&lt;sup&gt;35,36,58,59&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>High-resolution, isotropic, T1-weighted sequences</td>
<td>Pediatric MS patients have smaller head sizes vs HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postprocessing pipeline to create tissue map</td>
<td>Whole-brain volume, and to a greater extent normalized thalamic volumes, are significantly smaller in pediatric MS vs HC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation of total brain and regional brain volumes</td>
<td>Pediatric MS patients do not demonstrate age-expected brain growth, do not reach maturational maximal brain volumes, and show brain atrophy in adolescence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial measures require growth trajectory modeling and comparison to age- and sex-normative growth curves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MTR</strong>&lt;sup&gt;60–62&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Calculates an index, the MTR</td>
<td>No difference in MTR of NAWM in pediatric MS vs HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTR =</td>
<td>Ability of protons bound to the brain tissue matrix to exchange magnetization with the surrounding free water = marker of tissue disruption</td>
<td>Younger pediatric MS patients show greater MTR recovery within lesions compared to older adolescents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal within lesion 1MTR = remyelination</td>
<td>NAWM damage (FA, MD) occurs early in pediatric MS; deep gray matter appears spared</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DTI</strong>&lt;sup&gt;43,62–67&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Sensitive to the orientation and density of cellular structures hindering water diffusion</td>
<td>WM integrity disruption is widespread, including NAWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA and MD reflect loss of tissue microstructural integrity</td>
<td>Degree of FA and MD change is influenced by T2 lesion volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA in corpus callosum and total WM correlates with processing speed and with overall cognitive performance</td>
<td>DTI abnormalities are not detected in NAWM in children with monophasic demyelination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>fMRI</strong>&lt;sup&gt;63,68–71&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Patterns of cerebral blood flow indicate patterns of activation and/or FC</td>
<td>Pediatric MS patients differ from HCs in resting-state FC of posterior brain regions of the default mode network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures resting-state (i.e., default-mode and salience networks) and task-based activation</td>
<td>Motor network recruitment during active fMRI tasks similar between pediatric MS patients and HC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** DTI = diffusion tensor imaging; FA = fractional anisotropy; FC = functional connectivity; HC = healthy controls; MD = mean diffusivity; MS = multiple sclerosis; MT = magnetization transfer; MTR = magnetization transfer ratio; NAWM = normal-appearing white matter; PD = proton density; WM = white matter.
by reduction in clinical relapses and MRI accrual of new lesions.9 The rationale for this strategy is based on data showing that pediatric-onset MS is associated with an MRI burden of disease at least as great as that seen in adults with MS,8,40 if not even higher.7 The presence of at least 3 of 4 Barkhof MRI criteria at the onset of MS signs is predictive of early relapse after a diagnosis of MS in children.43 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that MRI markers can have the same sensitivity for detecting disease activity in children as in the adult population. Furthermore, pediatric-onset MS is associated with a higher relapse rate frequency early in the disease relative to adult-onset MS,42 and given that in adults accrual of new lesions is associated with higher relapse rates, it is reasonable to implicate accrual of new MRI lesions as a surrogate for disease activity in the pediatric MS population. A recent study estimated sample sizes for pediatric MS trials using new T2 lesions compared to clinical (relapse rate) outcomes as the primary endpoint11 and showed a great advantage of MRI markers in reducing the size and duration of trials.

CONCLUSIONS  The onset of MS during childhood affects not only established neural networks but also connections that are actively maturing. MRI measures provide a window into these processes through quantification of the development of structural pathways as well as the potential loss of such pathways or their cortical or subcortical connections. Linking such analyses with patient-relevant outcomes such as cognitive and behavioral health, social maturation, and prediction of future disability is a key area for future research. More-advanced analysis on 3T MRI and the very recent access to 7T MRI will provide information on cortical pathology in pediatric MS. Although initial work has suggested that cortical lesions are relatively infrequent44 and not a major contributory factor to cognitive functioning in patients with pediatric MS,44 larger studies are required to further explore the prevalence and accrual rate of cortical pathology in pediatric MS and the clinical importance of cortical lesions in patients in whom they do occur. The demonstration that MRI lesions are a valid surrogate for relapses in adult populations supports the use of MRI variables as primary endpoints in phase III trials for children with MS— a key issue given the rarity of MS onset in childhood and adolescence and the feasibility of large clinical trials in this population. Finally, MRI serves as an important tool to monitor disease activity in MS. The emerging concept of “no evidence of disease activity” as a therapeutic goal in adult-onset MS therapeutics requires evaluation in pediatric MS, balancing therapeutic efficacy, mechanisms of action, and risk.
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